Heronshaw Year 2 English Yearly Overview
AUTUMN 1
Topic
HOOK ideas

Narrative
Approx. 2/3
weeks

AUTUMN 2

SPRING 1

Fire and Ice
Theatre company based
on great fire of London

SPRING 2
Go Wild!
Teaching Talons visit with
nocturnal animals

A fairy tale ball

Key text: Not your typical
dragon – Dan Bar-El

A special delivery
Key text: Lost and Found
Oliver Jeffers

Character flaw story

Journey story

Key text: Cinderella

Key text: The owl who was
afraid of the dark – Jill
Tomlinson

Fairy Tale

SUMMER 1

SUMMER 2
Gateway to the world
A glass bottle washed up with a
Building challenge day
secret message.

Key text: The night Pirates – Sinead
McKay

Key text: The Building Boy –
Ross Montgomery

Adventure stories

Tale of Grief

Write an alternative version of the
story

Write an alternative version
of the story based on the
original but from the
Grandma’s perspective.

Tale of Fear
Final
Outcome

Retelling of the story

Write an alternative version
of the story

Character description
Setting description

Non- Fiction

Innovate: Change setting
and character

Instructions

Book review

Diary

Write instructions
on how to be a
good dragon

Write a book
review on Not
your typical
dragon – Dan
Bar-El

Write a dairy
entry about the
boys adventure
Text to support:
Dougal’s Deep
Sea Diary

Approx. 2/3
weeks

Final
Outcome

Text to support: Zog
– Julia Donaldson
Note:

Change the story by:

Write a sequel to the story

Innovate:
Addition/expand and
alter the text/ Change
the ending
i.e. The rabbit could run
away and the a chase
could become part of
the story.

Innovate: Write a sequel of
Plops adventures now he is
not afraid of the dark

News Report
HOOK – crime
scene
Write a news
report about the
disappearance
of the rabbit
Text to support:
Wolves

Innovate: Genre switch - Change
who the boy hears outside and the
problem they would solve i.e. He

Non chronological
report

Persuasive
Letter

Biography

News Report

Non chronological
report about
nocturnal animals

Write a letter
to Plop
persuading
her not to be
scared of the
dark

Write a biography about Roald
Dahl (link to rest of this by how he
wrote many adventure stories with
various different settings)

News Report – Giant
Beanstalk sets new world
record/Real Giants been
seen

Explanation - Explanation texts to written in regards to science experiments conducted in relation to the topics above

FAB FINISH

*Classic poetry and fiction will be covered in Magic Minute sessions.

Innovate: Change of view

hears aliens that are lost, the boy helps
them get back home or He hears a king
that cannot get into his castle because
of a mean dragon and they defeat the
dragon

